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About Jeffrey
Jeffrey Sumber is changing the world, one relationship at a time. 
For over two decades, he has worked to understand the human 
experience from as many angles as possible. As a successful 
psychotherapist, marriage counselor, and life coach, Jeffrey has helped 
hundreds of clients from Santa Fe to Chicago live their best lives. 

Inspired by his own journey as a young man who overcame personal 
obstacles through self-examination and the search for the “Answer,” 
Jeffrey has first-hand knowledge of the concepts and quandaries that 
many find themselves questioning at one point or another. 

Using a creative, unconventional approach, he creates a safe, empowering path for clients as they embrace 
their personal work and shift old paradigms. In addition, Jeffrey has developed such an innovative system 
for relationship counseling that struggling couples from around the world seek him for advice, support 
and the tools to move from surviving to thriving together.

Jeffrey also offers inspirational workshops on topics such as “You Are The Visionary Leader of 
Tomorrow” and “Conscious Coupling.” He has been featured in the Chicago Tribune, Chicago Red Eye, 
Voice America Business and blogs such as MindBeautySpirit.com.  

Jeffrey holds a Masters of Theological Studies from Harvard University, a Masters in Transpersonal 
Psychology from Southwestern College, and a Bachelors in Political Science from Colgate University. 
He has also done extended coursework at the C.G. Jung Institute in Zurich and has studied with masters 
such as Wayne Dyer, Harville Hendrix and Arnold Mindell.

In addition to his work as a licensed professional clinical counselor, Jeffrey teaches Sociology and 
Psychology at National-Louis University and joyfully serves as a non-denominational wedding officiant 
on behalf of his company, Celebrate Love Chicago! His first book, Collapsing Space, is due out in 2011 
and traces his personal journey of discovery in a humorous, highly instructive memoir. 

For more information about Jeffrey, please visit www.jeffreysumber.com.



CURRICULUM VITAE

Jeffrey Sumber, MA, MTS, LCPC
Psychotherapist, Author, Teacher

EXPERIENCE

2005 – Present:  Creative Counseling of Chicago, Individual and Couples Therapy
   Celebrate Love Chicago, Premarital Counseling and Custom 
    Non-Denominational Ceremonies

2007 – 2008:   Cathedral Counseling Center, Staff Clinician

2006 – 2007:  National-Louis University, Director of Counseling Services

2000 – 2005:   Creative Counseling of New Mexico, LLC, CEO and Founder

1999 – 2001:  Crisis Response of Santa Fe, Mobile Crisis Team Leader

1999 – 2001:   Challenge New Mexico, Behavioral Therapist

1998 – 1999:  St. Vincent’s Hospital, Oncology Counseling Consultant, Cancer Treatment Center

1998 – 2000:   ALEPH, Executive Board Member

1995 – 1996:  Live Oak Living Center, Assistant to CEO, Intern

1993:    Anti-Defamation League, New York, New York, Communications Intern

TEACHING APPOINTMENTS

2006 – Present:  National-Louis University, Chicago, Illinois, Adjunct Professor of Psychology

2001:   Santa Maria de la Paz, Santa Fe, New Mexico, Comparative Religions Instructor
   Course: Christianity and Judaism: Traditions and Diversions

1999:   Stanford University, Palo Alto, California, Summer Seminar Instructor
   Course: The Sinai Synapse and Tribal Consciousness

1998 – 1999:   Center for Medicine and Prayer, St. Vincent’s Hospital, Santa Fe, NM
   Created and facilitated cancer support group: Medicine, Mysticism and Healing

1998:   Temple Beth Shalom, Santa Fe, New Mexico, Adult Education Instructor
   Course: Biblical Hebrew and its Mystical Roots    

1997:   University of Colorado, Ft. Collins, Colorado, Summer Seminar Instructor
   Course: Bridging the Gap Between Religion and 20-Somethings  (continued)
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1995:   Oregon State University, Corvallis, Oregon, Summer Seminar Instructor
   Course: Kesher is Connection

1995:   Pema Osel Ling Buddhist Monastery, Santa Cruz, California, Visiting Seminar Instructor
   Course: Comparative Meditation and Mysticism

1993-1995:  Harvard Hillel Children’s School, Boston, Massachusetts, Instructor
   Buber/ Rosensweig’s Translated Scriptures; Hebrew Language

1993-1995:  Temple Shir Tikvah, Winchester, MA, Instructor
   Course: Contemporary Film and Religion
   Course: Mysticism for Teens

EDUCATION

July, 2005:   C.G. Jung Institute, Intensive Certificate, Zurich, Switzerland

1997 – 1999:   Southwestern College, M.A. Transpersonal Psychology, Summa Cum Laude

1993 – 1995:  Harvard Divinity School, Master of Theological Studies, Magna Cum Laude

1988 – 1992:  Colgate University, B.A. Political Science and Religion, Cum Laude

PROFESSIONAL CERTIFICATIONS

Licensed Clinical Professional Counselor

PROFESSIONAL MEMBERSHIPS

American Counseling Association
Andersonville Chamber of Commerce 
Hay House Movers and Shakers

PUBLICATIONS

Vettel, Phil. (2009, June 8). A real storybook wedding at Lit Fest. Chicago Tribune.

Sarris, Erin. (2010, January 4). Reboot yourself in 2010. Chicago Tribune.
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 Retrieved from www.mindbeautyspirit.com.
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TESTIMONIALS

Here are just a few examples of the kind words Jeffrey’s clients, fans and followers had to say about him...

“I met with Jeffrey for advice on my career and ended up gaining so 
much more from our meeting than I imagined... If you’re apprehensive 
about talking to another person about what’s bothering you, then I 
highly recommend talking to Jeffrey. Trust me, it’s worth it. 

–Paul K., Phoenix, AZ”
You’re my new Wayne Dyer! I love it! 

–Jo Anne, Boston, MA“ ”
I felt like Jeffrey was a pillar of strength – when I was 
becoming emotional or nervous I found comfort and 
reassurance in him.

–E.H., Chicago, IL
“ ”

In addition to being a phenomenal counselor, Jeffrey was also a wonderful 
wedding officiant! In all ways, he was thoroughly professional and very well 
organized – a quality I am a great stickler about! 

–Jill S., Chicago, IL
“ ”

Thank-you for an opportunity to 
speak, heal and grow.

–Tamie, Phoenix, AZ
“ ” Whew! I needed to hear those exact words. 

Wow, Jeffrey, you have no idea what you’ve 
just said to me!

–Becky, London
“ ”
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WORKSHOPS

Jeffrey’s workshops address key issues facing indivduals and couples and provide practical techniques and 
tools to overcome a variety of challenges. Workshop participants leave more confident, inspired and ready 
to take a proactive approach to living their best lives. 

Workshops can be tailored to highlight the specific needs and concerns of your company, church or 
group. Please call Jeffrey at (312) 636-7699  to build a customized workshop for your organization.

Relationship Tool Kit
An interactive workshop providing instructive information about the strengths and challenges most 
couples experience elegantly balanced with constructive tools and exercises that put the learning into 
concrete terms for participants. All couples are welcome. 

Living the Future: How to Be a Modern Leader
A workshop geared to executives and mid-level management which provides an overview of the old 
business paradigm of top-down, results-oriented leadership juxtaposed with a tour of the new paradigm 
which is a process-oriented approach to leadership. Participants balance this fascinating, fresh look at 
business with hands-on exercises and skill-building formulas. No one will fall asleep in this workshop!

Forget the Parachute. Where’s My Paddle? A Guide to Getting Unstuck for Career Seekers
This workshop lays the foundation for the unemployed, frustrated under-employed, or simply restless 
individual who is ready to make a change not only in career but in attitude and approach. Focus is given 
to the differences between job and career, with an emphasis on finding the balance between passion and 
prosperity. Specific skills and direction are given to getting unstuck and making change a reality.
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Collapsing Space 
A Memoir  

Jef frey Sumber 
 

Chapter 9 (excerpt) 

It is amazing how much room actually exists in an empty school bus; no screaming 

kids, no frustrated driver, no ripped seats. Just an old Cherokee medicine man, slumped in his 

swiveling office chair with a half burnt cigarette in one hand and a chipped Amway mug of 

cold coffee in the other. He sat there, pontificating, gesticulating and educating us about the 

ways of the universe, the mostly hidden one that most of us were trying desperately to perceive 

for ourselves.  

Louis, the Master of the bus among other things, was not a fashion conscious man in 

any sense of the notion. His modern magician’s uniform typically consisted of well-worn green 

surplus Army fatigues or parachute pants, a white T-shirt beneath a button down blue denim 

or cotton Oxford shirt from K-Mart. As I typically sat across from him on an old dog pillow or 

coffee crusted deerskin, I mostly focused on the white sport socks and worn out Sperry Top 

Siders that were in my line of vision. Next to me was the old stained Mr. Coffee machine, 

eternally charged with keeping the rusted pot of week-old coffee warm for the Master. Half 

spent packages of GPC cigarettes, dozens of opaquely colored lighters and crushed cigarette 

cartons were strewn everywhere. Along the walls of this main chamber were endless sketches 

of beings from other dimensions, demons and goblins that Louis had confronted with, battled 

and prevailed, “in the ethers,” as he liked to say. Most of the drawings had scribbled numbers 

in pencil demarcating the specific dimensions or layers of the non-physical worlds in which he 
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encountered the various beings, almost like he left a trail of bread crumbs in the forest so he’d 

know his way back through different portals.  

He kept note cards of equations and incantations taped to the walls, some with 

crudely written Hebrew letters and some with misspelled English words that often made me 

anxious. I wanted to correct his spelling just like I wanted to correct his mispronunciation of 

Hebrew letters and words. Years of Hebrew School and an Israeli mother left me with at least 

a better sense of the language than this Indian Chief from Oklahoma, but I never said a word. 

There wasn’t any room around Louis for the sassy, New York sarcasm I was used to doling 

out to most people with whom I interacted. At the far end of the room, just before the driver’s 

seat and stairs leading down into double glass doors staring into eternal dirt, was a small 

wooden table protruding from the wall. Atop this table sat an old crème colored computer 

and black and white monitor where he sat for hours into the wee hours of the night, writing 

his books and typing his letters to people in far off lands doing far off things. He had written 

several self-published books on magic, and these sat above the monitor on a narrow wood 

shelf along with dictionaries in various languages from ancient Aramaic to Arabic, Latin, even 

Portuguese. I liked to daydream about some elderly magician sitting in a tiny flat in Rio de 

Janeiro with a tiny window on the beach, reading kabbalah books by Louis with English 

dictionaries above his bed as dark Brazilian women in thong bikinis bounced after giggling 

tan men. There were no bikinis here in Datil, NM. There were no beaches or wild parties, 

just lots of sand and an old Indian and a Jew in their socks drinking bitter coffee. I was twenty-

four years old and I was a sorcerer’s apprentice. 
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STORY IDEAS / TOPICS LIST

RELATIONSHIPS
Conscious Coupling: Choosing the right partner with intention
Money and Relationships: How to approach financial discussions with your partner
Key differences in how men and women perceive and communicate
The Honeymoon is Over: Tips to get through your first year of marriage
Should You Stay or Go? How to figure out if your relationship is worth saving
How to overcome infidelity and strengthen your relationship
Projection is not Your Friend: The things we see in others are also within us

SEXUALITY
Keeping it Spicy: Intimacy in relationships
The Closet Conundrum: How to Tell Your Friends and Family You’re Gay
Fetish Envy: Why can they do it but I feel self-conscious?
Tattoos and Piercings in the 21st Century

FINDING YOUR LIFE PATH 
Work to Live or Live to Work: The difference between your job and your life’s work
Career Crisis: Finding your true passion 
Creativity and Madness: Harness your talent without losing your mind
Simple Tips to Achieving Work/Life Balance
How to Stay Motivated During a Job Search
You’re Fired! Taking the first critical steps in reclaiming your career
Case of the Mondays: Surviving Office Politics and Avoiding Cubicle Drama

SELF-EMPOWERMENT AND HEALING/OVERCOMING PERSONAL OBSTACLES
Moving through the Stuck Places
Emotional Eating: How to deal with your emotions instead of feeding them Twinkies
How to Combat Depression 
Be All You Can Be: Redefining who you are on your terms
Mirror, Mirror: Holding up against Hollywood’s Standards of Beauty
Playtime is Not Just for Kids: The importance of imagination, play and pretending in self-improvement
10 Ways to be Happy Now

SPIRITUALITY
Contemporary Spirituality: Hybrid Religions
Heaven on Earth: You don’t have to die to have eternal happiness
Why can’t we all just get along?
Law of Attraction
Gratitude: How saying “thank you” is a form of prayer
Have vs. Want: Focusing on your abundance instead of what you lack

PARENTING AND FAMILY
Fostering Healthy Self-Esteem in Your Children
Dealing with Rebellious Teenagers
No TV in the Family Room: Better ways to spend time with your family
Wait Your Turn: Teaching your kids to be patient and compassionate

SOCIETY
What is the World Coming to? How you CAN make a difference, one small step at a time
Why You Shouldn’t Watch the News with Your Clothes On
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SUGGESTED INTERVIEW QUESTIONS
ABOUT JEFFREY
How did you end up in this field?
How did you go from being a shaman’s apprentice to a nationally known psychotherapist?
What was it like to study at Harvard while simultaneously studying with a shaman in the New Mexican desert?
How would you describe your treatment style/approach? What was it like to study at the Jung Institute in Zurich?
How do you measure progress with your patients?
What things should people consider when choosing a therapist?
What can you suggest to help people stay motivated during their personal development work?
So since you’re a relationship coach, does that mean you have a perfect relationship?

RELATIONSHIPS
What is the biggest difference between the way men and women communicate?
You speak a lot about the difference between reacting and responding. Can you explain what you mean?
What do you mean when you say there is a difference between needs and expectations?
Why do you say that we can’t expect our husbands or wives to meet our needs?
What are some of the top reasons marriages fail?
Can couples survive infidelity?
How can you tell if a person is marriage material?
What’s the best way to approach a conversation about money with your partner?

CAREER
What are some tips to help people achieve a healthy work/life balance?
What is the difference between a job and one’s work?
What are some signs that the career you’ve chosen is not right for  you?
What are some ways that people can discover what their true passion is?
What suggestions can you offer people who have just lost their job?
What suggestions can you offer people in order to stay motivated during a job search?
Why do you say that college graduates shouldn’t necessarily go out and get a job?
You speak about working at a bagel shop after graduating from Harvard as part of your education. Can you speak about that?
You say that working as a mobile crisis counselor was one of the most challenging yet rewarding jobs you’ve ever had. Can you  
       speak about that?

OVERCOMING PERSONAL OBSTACLES
What is the most important thing for people to keep in mind when they’re going through a difficult time?
What are some ways that people can stop the flow of negative thoughts or limiting beliefs?
When someone has hit rock bottom, what are the first few steps they should take to get back up?
What advice can you offer to people who feel they have nothing to be happy about?
You say that you were depressed as a child. How did it change?
How do you feel about psychotropic medications?

OTHER TOPICS
What is the Law of Attraction and how does it work?
How can one person possibly make a difference in the world?
If someone is questioning their sexuality, how should they handle or approach it?
What are some of the problems caused by religion and how can they be resolved?
What are some fun ways to teach your kids kindness, compassion and patience?
Why do you think the Internet is one of the best things that ever happened to civilization?
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Website:	 www.jeffreysumber.com

Blog:	 	 jeffreysumber.wordpress.com	

Press	Kit:	 jeffreysumberpresskit.wordpress.com

Facebook:	 www.facebook.com/jeffreysumber

Twitter:	 www.twitter.com/jeffreysumber

LinkedIn:	 www.linkedin.com/in/jeffreysumber

YouTube:	 www.youtube.com/jeffreysumberarchive

Yelp:	 	 www.yelp.com/biz/jeffrey-sumber-chicago-2	

Psychology	
Today:		 TOO LONG

FIND JEFFREY ONLINE:
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SPEAKING ENGAGEMENT REQUEST FORM
CONTACT INFORMATION

Contact Name:      Company Name:

Address:       City:   State:   Zip:

Phone Number:      Fax Number:

Email:       Website:

EVENT DETAILS

Name of Event:      Type of Event: 

Date(s) of Event:       Start Time:          End Time:

Location of Event:

 Address:      City:   State:   Zip:
   
Event Description/Purpose:

Audience Size:

Audience Description:

Requested Topic(s):

Length of Presentation:

Speaker Budget:

Travel Expenses Covered:
 Transportation:  ❒ YES  ❒ NO  ❒ LIMITED TO
 Lodging :  ❒ YES  ❒ NO  ❒ LIMITED TO
 Meals:   ❒ YES  ❒ NO  ❒ LIMITED TO

Deadline date for response: 

Additional Comments:

RETURN THIS FORM TO: JEFFREYSUMBER@GMAIL.COM, QUESTIONS? CALL (312) 636-7699
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Your roommate's lover can go from guest to pest

in a hurry

Derek Kolb (left) and Bryan Thomas (center) were friends and roommates in an increasingly strained living
situation. Thomas' girlfriend April Berardi, (right) spent so much time in their apartment that it  seemed as though
she had moved in, crowding their quarters with another "roommate" whom Kolb had not intended to accommodate.
The three now are close friends, though no longer roommates. Brian J. Morowczynski photo for RedEye

By Erin Sarris 

For RedEye

The final straw for Derek Kolb was when he realized his roommate's girlfriend had more

personal care items in his bathroom than he did.

"She had every product and straightener under the sun," the 28-year-old server said. "It was

on the counters, in the shower, in the cabinets ... everywhere."

But it wasn't just her annexing of the bathroom Kolb shared with his roommate that caused

him to resent the girlfriend. It was that she made herself an unofficial permanent guest by

camping out at their three-bedroom Bucktown apartment for as long as a week at a time--

even while her boyfriend was at work.

Dana Moran on 02.22.10 at 10:32 PM | 1 comment
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"She'd say, 'I guess it's just you and me today, huh?' " Kolb recalled, adding that she was

unemployed and often would just watch him while he played video games or used his laptop

in the living room, refusing to take the hint that her welcome was officially worn out.

As winter stretches on, apartments across Chicago may seem a little bit more crowded with

the addition of a fifth wheel who isn't paying rent--or leaving anytime soon. When a friend's

love interest is shacking up in the shared space, it can be stressful on many fronts for the odd

man (or woman) out. And while the letter of the law for long-term guests varies on a case-by-

case basis, don't count on your landlord to give unwanted guests the boot for you. Mark

Silverman, an attorney who represents tenants in his own practice, told RedEye that even

though many standard leases prohibit guests from staying for more than seven days in a row,

most landlords will not enforce the rule. 

While it may seem obvious that excessive visits from a guest who's not on a lease might cause

domestic distress for the other roommates, sometimes love is blind. In fact, blissfully

unaware couples may not even notice if they're seriously cramping the fifth wheel's living

situation, says Jeffrey Sumber, a licensed therapist based in Chicago. 

"Attached roommates might act slightly more selfish because they're less concerned about

having to maintain other friendships since they tend to believe their current relationship will

never end," Sumber said. 

For some, the balancing act isn't as tough. Jessica Rodd, who shares a two-bedroom

apartment with her best friend from college, said she even enjoys when her roommate's

boyfriend comes to spend the night--on average, once or twice a week.

"Sometimes we even tag team against my roommate and veto her choice of TV shows," said

Rodd, who lives in Lincoln Park." I don't mind his presence at all, but I might feel differently

if he was over constantly."

For Kolb, the girlfriend of his roommate was a constant presence, distracting his daily

activities by lounging around the apartment when her boyfriend wasn't even home. When she

eventually broke Man Law No. 1 by inviting herself on guys-only outings, Kolb said he knew

he needed to make a change.

"It got to the point where I didn't even want to be at home anymore because she annoyed me

so much," said Kolb, who said his living situation was particularly bad during the colder

months because he would leave less frequently.

But there's no need to wait it out for warmer weather; luckily there are solutions for a

roommate-turned-fifth-wheel. 

Sumber, the therapist, recommended inviting the offending roommate out for coffee or happy

hour in a casual setting, and then asking permission to share some of your thoughts about the

living situation as it relates to you and your feelings--not accusations about what your

roommate is doing or feeling. 

The good news? A friendship is almost always able to be salvaged if both parties are willing to

compromise.

"Just don't bring it up when the roommate is at the apartment," said Sumber. "Other than

that, communicating in a non-blaming manner is the best avenue."

You know it's bad when ...

 

Whether you met on Craigslist or have known them since you were in diapers, roommates

with significant others can make for an uncomfortable living situation. If you experience any

of these telltale warning signs with your roommate's love interest, it may be time to vote

someone off the island.
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THE STAGE-FIVE CLINGER

This significant other is always inventing excuses to drop by and often will "accidentally-on-

purpose" leave important items over at your apartment. The next thing you know, he or she

decides to stay for dinner, and before you even know what hit you, is talking loudly during

your favorite late-night shows. 

THE TERRITORY MARKER

Insecure to the core, these significant others want everybody to know about them and

scatters their personal things everywhere to make their existence known. From toothbrushes

to clothing to their own food labeled with their first name, leaving items around the

apartment is their way of saying that they're here to stay, whether you like it or not.

THE INTIMIDATOR

He or she has been dating your roommate for a while, and doesn't take kindly to a new

significant other visiting the apartment. Highly territorial, jealous of others' newfound

attention and eager to establish themself as the alpha-boyfriend or girlfriend, his or her

general unfriendliness and passive-aggressive comments can make other roommates' love

interests squirm.

THE SCOREKEEPER

Oh, the horror--your roommate took out the garbage three times last month, but you did it

only twice. Who would even notice such a thing? The scorekeeper, of course. This significant

other gets a power trip from keeping tabs on which roommate is doing more chores (often

with incomplete knowledge). By creating a divided domicile by inventing injustices on the

home front, this boyfriend or girlfriend is hoping to make your roommate his or her own

before long.

THE BUZZKILL

This significant other doesn't know when to keep some things quiet (such as certain bedroom

activities, singing in the shower or phone conversations with mom) but then whispers about

private topics to your roommate when the three of you are hanging out. Talk about awkward.

No matter what the reason behind this social cluelessness, this boyfriend or girlfriend could

use a few pointers about boundaries. 

THE IGNORER

You come home from work and he or she barely even looks up. When it's time to cook dinner

for your roommate, he or she conveniently seems to forget to make extra for you. And don't

even think about ever doing anything together on the weekends. Basically, this significant

other just wishes you'd disappear out of the love nest--and doesn't make any attempts to hide

it.

Published in Print Stories and tagged annoying, boyfriend, girlfriend, relationships, roommates
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Reboot Yourself In 2010
Make those resolutions stick by taking on 11 manageable goals

January 04, 2010 | By Erin Sarris For RedEye

(Page 2 of 3)

No need to spend your holiday cash on an all-new wardrobe for 2010 when the expertise of a good tailor can go a long way.

"An inexpensive yet well-tailored outfit is a smarter purchase than an expensive, poorly-tailored suit," says Holly Arndt, a

wardrobe consultant with Tom James Co. of Chicago. Score some timeless pieces at a second-hand store, then make them

your own by having items custom tailored to your body type.

Take charge of money

Credit cards have a bad rep, but paying with plastic makes for smart savings, says Katie Reiach, a member of the self-help

financial group, Smart Cookies.

"We discovered the benefits of going back to an old faithful product called the charge card, where you have to pay off your

entire balance at the end of the month," Reiach said. By settling her monthly tab, she avoided interest and scored $600 in

rewards from everyday purchases last year.

Bring sexy back

It may sound counterintuitive, but sometimes having better and more frequent sex can be as easy as taking a night off.

Constance Sheehan, a licensed counselor who specializes in sex and couples' therapy, calls it "No-Pressure Naked Night,"

where you and your partner spend the night in the buff -- with a promise to forgo sex -- and then see what the next morning

brings. (Spoiler alert: She says most people will break the rules.)

Network the crowd

Your best friends may take you out for a beer if you get laid off, but they likely won't be the ones to land you your next gig.

"It's your best friends' friends or even two or three degrees out that ends up making a big difference," said Jeffrey Sumber, a

career counselor based in Chicago. Expand your professional contacts by e-mailing 10 close friends and asking them to

forward your resume to one person each.

New tricks for old dogs

From learning a new language to perfecting your salsa moves to gardening or knitting, learning new skills boosts brain power

and builds perseverance that can translate across every area of your life. But you've got to be willing to be a beginner, says

Chicago-based life coach Alison Miller. "Brushing up on your ability to learn something from scratch is a skill that can improve

every aspect of your life," she says.

It's clean-up time

Skip the matching containers, labels and sharpie pens -- getting organized is as easy as looking up.

Advertisement
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« Something's missing from Michigan Avenue - CTA rider: Customer service cuts »

Monster meltdowns: How to tame the anger

beast

Joie Wells, a Chicago hairstylist who has dealt with customer meltdowns, says the best

strategy for correcting a hairdo gone awry is to remain calm with your stylist and work

together toward your preferred look. (Andrew A. Nelles photo for RedEye)

By Erin M. Sarris

FOR REDEYE

Frankie Silva's co-worker was on his last nerve, his wife had picked a fight that morning, and

he was late getting back from his lunch break last month. So when the paralegal's sandwich at

a Loop deli--usually about $6--totaled more than $10, it was the mild-mannered sandwich

artist who absorbed the brunt of his verbal smackdown.

Silva shouted at the cashier who charged him for extra turkey, avocado and salsa. Not done

yet, Silva proceeded to unwrap his sandwich, scoop out the extras with his bare hands and

slap them down on the counter before demanding to be charged regular price.

When a police officer waiting in line asked him to go quietly or risk arrest for disturbing the

peace, Silva left the store without a sandwich--and with a little less dignity.

Mike Hines on 02.26.10 at 12:45 PM | no comments
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"It took me about 30 minutes before I started feeling really bad about it," said Silva, 28, who

lives in the northwest suburb of Harwood Heights. "I took out a really horrible day on people

that didn't deserve it over a couple dollars."

Though Silva was fortunate enough to avoid arrest, a handful of furious folks around the

country have had the misfortune of staging spectacular public meltdowns that were taped and

went viral, involved police or even ended up in court. With news stories emerging seemingly

every week about angry customers roughing up managers at grocery stores and throwing

sandwiches at fast-food cashiers, it's fair to wonder just what on earth is wrong.

Dr. Leonard Ingram, a psychotherapist and founder of The Anger Institute of Chicago,

attributes the recent wave in public temper tantrums to societal shifts toward egotism and

unrealistic expectations. 

"It almost seems un-American for us to not get our way," he told RedEye. "We have become

consumers of immediate gratification, and when desires and expectations are not met, we're

upset with whoever we think is wronging us."

It's a disturbing trend for the targets of the verbal and (sometimes) physical assaults.

Joie Wells, a hairdresser at Mistress of the Arts Salon in Oak Park, said he couldn't sleep at

night after a high-maintenance client stopped him mid-cut and stormed out of the salon

because she was unhappy with the results.

"I definitely felt horrible about it even after I left work," said Wells, 23. "I'm in the service

industry and I'm trying to help you look and feel your best, but there's only so much I can do."

With life's daily pressures just begging to bring out the deluded diva in anyone, RedEye asked

the experts how to keep routine stresses from turning normally level-headed Chicagoans into

America's Next Top YouTube Sensations.

ERIN M. SARRIS IS A REDEYE SPECIAL CONTRIBUTOR.

At the DMV ...
What boils your blood: You're in automotive hell, with a line out the door and employees

who'd rather discuss last night's "Law and Order" episode than keep the mobs moving along. 

Keep your cool: Repeat this mantra: "It's not about me."

Meltdown, avoided: Glacially paced lines and other bureaucratic nuisances are not the result

of a cruel world conspiring against you. Ingrim advises accepting the reality of the moment

and avoiding thoughts about how aggravating or unfair the situation is. "Take the

circumstances for what they are--irrelevant annoyances that have nothing to do with you and

aren't worth your energy and stress," he said. By not taking it personally, you can find your

happy place--even if you do have to take a number to get there.

At the salon ...
What boils your blood: You're long overdue for a haircut, and the only stylist who can fit you

in is one you've never tried before. Unfortunately, your request for "The Kate Hudson" results

in a look more fit for Kate Gosselin, and you're not pleased.

Keep your cool: Play it straight and keep it professional, or run the risk of making it worse.

Meltdown, avoided: Creative types by nature, most stylists do not respond well to raised

voices or tears, Wells said. "If you freak out, you'll freak us out too, and we can lose our

creativity," he said. Tell the stylist in a calm and straightforward voice what you're displeased

about and how they can help. Also, be realistic. Bringing in a picture of a platinum blonde

Victoria's Secret model will not do you any favors if it doesn't mesh with the features of your

own hair.

Outside a nightclub ...
What boils your blood: You and your buddies are on the wrong side of the velvet rope, and

the bar's bouncer keeps nudging you to the back of the line to make room for regulars and

ladies. 

Keep your cool: Laugh it off if you're not on the list.

Meltdown, avoided: If you're all dressed up with no place to go, yelling or making threats to
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Scott Kleinberg.
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the bouncer is surefire way to never get inside, said Benjamin Newby, director of

communications for The Underground in River North. "If we see that you're a positive,

cheerful person and you respect the door guys, they'll know you're good for the atmosphere of

the club," he said. Making polite conversation and handing your business card to the bouncer

also can make it more likely he'll slip your crew past the ropes next time you're there, Newby

said.

At a restaurant ...
What boils your blood: Your favorite restaurant is packed and your server is just as busy,

except in her case she is too consumed with texting to be bothered with taking your order.

Keep your cool: Confront the staff, but with kindness and compliments.

Meltdown, avoided: If you're not getting a response from your waiter, a few kind words can

go a long way, said Nick Panagos, manager of Penny's Noodle Shop in Wrigleyville. "Saying

something like, 'I realize you must be so busy, but can you please bring me extra napkins?'

shows the server you aren't just making crazy demands," he said. If your friendliness isn't

enough for them to ditch the 'tude, ask to speak--in a respectful and calm tone, of course--to

the manager, who has a lot more incentive to make your experience right.

On the job ...
What boils your blood: Times are tough and those pointless office meetings are never-ending.

You've been charged with doing more with less, which makes you teeter dangerously close to

lashing out at your co-workers.

Keep your cool: Make a list of alternatives, and check it twice.

Meltdown, avoided: Making a scene at work is not the end of the world, but it may be the end

of your job, said career coach Jeffrey Sumber of Creative Counseling of Chicago. He advises

making a list of things you can do instead of acting out--examples include phoning a friend,

taking a long lunch, writing a (private) blog entry or calculating how many dollars you'll make

for the rest of the month if you can stay at your job. Your colleagues--and your pocket book--

will appreciate your cool-headedness.

Tantrums dissected

Your heart is racing, your hands are trembling and you can feel an embarrassing outburst on

the tip of your tongue. Before losing your cool, take notes from anger management specialist

Dr. Leonard Ingram, who told RedEye how to recognize--and avoid--an impending

meltdown. E.S.

Warning signs
When you experience any of these symptoms, consider it a memo from your body that you're

headed toward the danger zone.

>>Increase in heartbeat

>>Rush of adrenaline

>>Clenching fists

>>Throbbing headaches

>>Biting your lips or clenching your jaw

Simmer down, now
Once you've recognized the signs, take these steps to keep tantrums at bay.

>>Take deep breaths: Practicing deep, yoga-style breaths can help calm your body's stress

signals.

>>Keep positive company: Recent studies indicate your friends influence your ability to

control yourself, so spend time with those who are emotionally balanced.

>>Be aware that stress is real: Anger and rage are powerful emotions that can make you

physically ill. Ask yourself, "Is this scenario really worth jeopardizing my health?"

>>Quiet the voices: Stewing over rhetorical questions such as "Why is the cashier moving so

slowly?" can cause you to chatter yourself into a fit of rage. Stop the self-talk.
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Turns out, the customer isn't always right. When they can't have it their way, some fast-food

patrons turn into super-size nightmares who resort to violence, 911 calls and even hanging

from trees. RedEye rounded up some of the worst fast-food meltdowns. E.S.

McDonald's in Fort Pierce, Fla.
April 2008

Motive: Unknown

A 24-year-old woman was accused of forcing her way behind the counter to rough up a

teenage cashier while demanding she be fired, then went into the parking lot to hang upside-

down from a tree, according to a police report.

Taco Bell in Miami
October 2009

Motive: Couldn't order a burrito

When a man rolled up about 45 minutes after his neighborhood Taco Bell had closed for the

night, he opened fire on the manager who delivered the bad news. The frightening incident

was captured on surveillance video.

Dunkin' Donuts in North Providence, R.I.
October 2007

Motive: Drive-through road rage

A 27-year-old woman seriously lost her cool after she was honked at while in the drive-

through. In response, she threatened the honker with a crowbar and pulled her hair through

the driver's-side window, police said.

McDonald's in Aloha, Ore.
May 2009

Motive: Incomplete order

Oh, the horror! When a McDonald's employee left an orange juice out of his drive-through

order, a 21-year-old man called 911 to report the offense. He spent the night in jail and was

fined $300 on charges of improper use of 911.

McDonald's in Peoria
March 2009

Motive: Incomplete sandwich

Illinois is not immune to the bad behavior. Angered that his McGriddle was missing the egg, a

man threw the hot breakfast sandwich into the face of a drive-through worker. The case was

picked up and broadcast around the Web by thesmokinggun.com.

Sources: tcpalm.com, miaminewtimes.com, projo.com, oregonlive.com, thesmokinggun.com
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A real storybook wedding at Lit Fest
Storybook wedding at Printers Row Lit Fest

June 08, 2009 | By Phil Vettel, TRIBUNE CRITIC

The wedding party was in black, the bride in white, and their story will be read all over.

At about 3:23 p.m. Saturday during the Chicago Tribune Printers Row Lit Fest, Jeff Raden and Audry Grahame exchanged

vows, marrying on the site of their first date two years ago. An Internet romance that got serious with a three-word e-mail --

"You like books?" -- in 2007 turned into a storybook wedding with the emphasis on "book." The wedding programs were in

the shape of bookmarks. The bridal party's flowers were origami blossoms made from old book pages; the groom's

boutonniere was fashioned from a copy of Rudyard Kipling's "If," the favorite poem of the groom's deceased father. "So I can

feel he's with me in spirit," Raden said.

The bridesmaids carried Japanese paper parasols -- originally intended to shield the women from the sun, the bride later

acknowledged, but somewhat useful during the steady drizzle that fell during the ceremony.

And there they stood, in a carpeted area renamed "Page Break Park" for the Lit Fest (it's a street-level parking lot the other

363 days of the year). With a "Bootleggers Used Books" tent in the background and umbrellas held high by all who'd thought

to bring them, officiant Jeffrey Sumber nimbly condensed sermon, vows and scripture reading into a tight 17 soggy minutes.

There wasn't a dry eye -- or a dry much of anything else -- to be found.
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